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is more widely known as the father of Christian mysticism, as Plato
was known to be the father of European mysticism in ancient times.
The teachings of Ecldiart are said to be the essence of the New
Testament. (Schopenhauer.) ^ He is the interpreter of the thoughts
of Christ, of St. John, and St. Paul; [h-e was] the forerunner of
the Eeformation.53 (Max Miiller.)
The teachings of the other German mystics of eminence, Tauler,
guso, and Euysbroek were also on the same lines as those of their
great master.
The anonymous author of the Theologies Germanica, whom Luther
greatly admired and took as his guide, may also be mentioned here.
That little book of two hundred and twenty-five pages, while it pro-
fesses to be to the popular mind a book useful for devotional purposes,
is said to be the most beautiful and occult treatise, which, has empha-
sised the teachings of Jesus himself and furnished a rational inter-
pretation of them. In this book, says Prof. luge, we see introspec-
tive mysticism at its best.
The teachings of Eckhart read almost like the teachings of the
Indian Veddnta. According to him, God becomes God by reason of
the Word (Logos), and the universe is the language of that Word ;
before creation, by which is meant the Platonic Ideal creation, He is
an undeveloped potentiality of Being. God thought and willed, and
there was the universe, and this by a process in an Eternal IsTow. God
is thus both. unchangeable and an everlasting process. He is every-
where undivided, yet the creatures participate in Him according to
their measure. To be united to God, man must rid himself of his
c creatureliness ?; his knowledge must be reduced to Not-knowledge,
and his reason and will, as well as his lower faculties, must transcend
themselves.
Eckhart develops the doctrine of fat'twam-asi in the (Life of his
Spiritual Daughter?; and Prof. Inge suspects Indian Yogism to ba
probably the origin of this story.1
1 Yes, it looks like it; and if any  "growing from above downwards, for
further confirmation be needed of the  its roots are in the Godhead, with twelve
Indian origin of the Christian mysticism,  branches, the lower ones speaking of
one finds it i i the illustration of the  the humanity of Christ and of things
€ t:ee of faith,' in the teachings of another  which concern the salvation of the body,
German Mystic, Buysbroek,—the tree  and the higher ones speaking of the
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